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Beautiful
2010-10-05

haunted by serious problems in her recent past thirteen year old cassie makes a fresh start at a seattle
school but is drawn by dangerous new friends into a world of sex drugs and violence while her parents
remain oblivious

Crazy
2012-06-12

he s falling in love and she s falling over the edge of sanity from the author of beautiful and clean a
real and relatable voya exploration of a romance marred by mental illness what if i can t ever be who
you want me to be connor knows that izzy will never fall in love with him the way he s fallen for her
but somehow he s been let into her crazy exhilarating world and become her closest confidante the
closer they get however the more connor realizes that izzy s highs are too high and her lows are too
low and the frenetic energy that makes her shine is starting to push her into a much darker place as
izzy s behavior gets increasingly erratic and self destructive connor gets increasingly desperate to stop
her from plummeting he knows he can t save her from her pain but what if no one else can

Invincible
2015-04-28

the fault in our stars meets go ask alice in this dramatic romance about a teenage girl who survives a
terminal cancer diagnosis only to get trapped in the deadly spiral of addiction fans of gayle forman and
sara zarr will be swept away by this gritty romance the first in a duology evie is living on borrowed
time she was diagnosed with terminal cancer several months ago and told that by now she d be dead
evie is grateful for every extra day she gets but she knows that soon this disease will kill her until
miraculously she may have a second chance to live all evie had wanted was her life back but now that
she has it she feels like there s no place for her in it at least not for the girl she is now her friends and
her parents still see her as cancer girl and her boyfriend s constant doting attention is suddenly
nothing short of suffocating then evie meets marcus she knows that he s trouble but she can t help
falling for him being near him makes her feel truly fully alive it s better than a drug his kiss makes her
feel invincible but she may be at the beginning of the biggest free fall of her life

Tell Me My Name
2021-03-09

for fans of the grace year and we were liars comes a mesmerizing can t put it down psychological
thriller a gender flipped ya great gatsby that will linger long after the final line on wealthy commodore
island fern is watching and waiting for summer for college for her childhood best friend to decide he
loves her then ivy avila lands on the island like a falling star when ivy shines on her fern feels seen
when they re together fern has purpose she glimpses the secrets ivy hides behind her fame her fortune
the lavish parties she throws at her great glass house and understands that ivy hurts in ways fern can t
fathom and soon it s clear ivy wants someone fern can help her get but as the two pull closer fern s
cozy life on commodore unravels drought descends fires burn and a reckless night spins out of control
everything fern thought she understood about her home herself the boy she loved about ivy avila twists
and bends into something new and fern won t emerge the same person she was an enthralling mind
altering fever dream tell me my name is about the cost of being a girl in a world that takes so much
and the enormity of what is regained when we take it back new york times 13 y a books to add to your
reading list this spring a lush gorgeously crafted page turner jennifer mathieu author of moxie
absolutely took my breath away geek mom as much hitchcockian suspense as fitzgerald s tarnished
glitz bccb starred review a kaleidoscope of light and shadow that will keep you flipping page after page
amber smith author of the way we used to be only amy reed could write a novel this dark this gorgeous
this forward looking while speaking to our present moment wiley cash author of a land more kind than
home the best kind of literary thriller one with as much conscience as pulse brendan kiely co author of
all american boys i haven t felt this way since reading we were liars mind blown jaye robin brown
author of georgia peaches and other forbidden fruit immersive and smartly written slj starred review
this novel is amazing a pulsating hypnotic retelling lilliam rivera author of the education of margot
sanchez relentlessly compelling reed s latest is a literary thrill ride kelly jensen author of don t call me
crazy and editor at bookriot takes the unreliable narrator to new levels mesmerizing slc a harrowing
tale of personal trauma in a violently polarized society kirkus a compelling and propulsive thriller jeff
zentner author of the serpent king i barely breathed the last 100 pages simply stunning megan
shepherd author of the madman s daughter
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The Boy and Girl Who Broke the World
2020-07-28

gritty gutsy and ferociously strange nova ren suma 1 new york times bestselling author of the walls
around us the astonishing color of after meets eleanor park in this breathtaking and beautifully surreal
story about a friendship between two teens that just might shake the earth around them billy sloat and
lydia lemon don t have much in common unless you count growing up on the same wrong side of the
tracks the lack of a mother and a persistent loneliness that has inspired creative coping mechanisms
when the lives of these two loners are thrust together lydia s cynicism is met with billy s sincere
optimism and both begin to question their own outlook on life on top of that weird happenings
including an impossible tornado and an all consuming fog are cropping up around them maybe even
because of them and as the two grow closer and confront bigger truths about their pasts they must
also deal with such inconveniences as a narcissistic rock star a war between unicorns and dragons and
eventually of course the apocalypse with a unique mix of raw emotion humor and heart the surreal
plotline pulls readers through an epic exploration of how caring for others makes us vulnerable and
how utterly pointless life would be if we didn t

Over You
2014-05-06

from the author of beautiful comes a novel about two girls on the run from their problems their pasts
and themselves max and sadie are escaping to nebraska but they ll soon learn they can t escape the
truth

Unforgivable
2016-05-03

in this raw gut wrenching and beautifully written sequel to invincible marcus continues evie s story of
their intense romance a stunning conclusion to this contemporary duology perfect for fans of gayle
forman and sara zarr marcus knows pain the kind that swallows you like a black hole his brother
committed suicide his mother left him and his dad ignores him inside their cavernous house relief
seems to come only from drugs alcohol and secret acts of self destruction until he met evie together
they lived in the moment they fell in love hard creating their own beautiful world but they each had
their own secrets their own pain unforgivable takes off where invincible ended with evie drowning in
san francisco bay marcus finds her just in time but her survival is not the happy ending he was hoping
for forbidden from seeing evie by her parents and unable to reach her marcus learns of a pain that
might break him completely the pain of losing evie becomes tangled with the loss of his mother and
brother and he must face the ghosts he has been trying so desperately to outrun or risk losing evie
forever

Damaged
2015-10-06

numb after the death of her best friend camille kinsey starts to shut down but hunter camille s
mysterious boyfriend has other ideas and whisks kinsey off on a multi state road trip to forget the
ghosts of their pasts and their own fears

Clean
2012-05-08

a group of teens in a seattle area rehabilitation center form an unlikely friendship as they begin to
focus less on their own problems with drugs and alcohol by reaching out to help a new member who
seems to have even deeper issues to resolve

The Nowhere Girls
2019-07-09

a call to action to everyone out there who wants to fight back bustle scandal justice romance sex
positivity subversive anti sexism just try to put it down kirkus reviews starred review cuts straight to
the core of rape culture masterfully fierce stirring and deeply empowering amber smith new york
times bestselling author of the way i used to be three misfits come together to avenge the rape of a
fellow classmate and trigger a change in the misogynist culture at their high school transforming the
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lives of everyone around them in this searing and timely story who are the nowhere girls they re
everygirl but they start with just three grace salter is the new girl in town whose family was run out of
their former community after her southern baptist preacher mom turned into a radical liberal after
falling off a horse and bumping her head rosina suarez is the queer punk girl in a conservative mexican
immigrant family who dreams of a life playing music instead of babysitting her gaggle of cousins and
waitressing at her uncle s restaurant erin delillo is obsessed with two things marine biology and star
trek the next generation but they aren t enough to distract her from her suspicion that she may in fact
be an android when grace learns that lucy moynihan the former occupant of her new home was run out
of town for having accused the popular guys at school of gang rape she s incensed that lucy never had
justice for their own personal reasons rosina and erin feel equally deeply about lucy s tragedy so they
form an anonymous group of girls at prescott high to resist the sexist culture at their school which
includes boycotting sex of any kind with the male students told in alternating perspectives this
groundbreaking novel is an indictment of rape culture and explores with bold honesty the deepest
questions about teen girls and sexuality

Abschied für immer und nie
2015-11-10

es gibt es so viele bücher über trauer und verlust über den abschied von geliebten menschen aber es
gibt kein buch darüber wie man ihn zurücknimmt diesen abschied was die krebskranke evie noch will
ist eine letzte reise noch einmal das adrenalin in den adern spüren noch einmal auf den rat ihrer
freundin stella hören lebe wagemutig aber die flucht aus der klinik wird alles verändern evie fällt es
unsagbar schwer in die welt der gesunden zurückzufinden bis sie marcus trifft in seiner nähe fühlt sie
sich lebendig in seinen exzessen seinen fantastischen höhenflügen nur ahnt sie nicht dass sie nur
einen schritt vor dem abgrund steht mal im ernst evie was haben wir schon zu verlieren

The Adventures Of A Dragon Named Ryung
2010-05

as legend has it dragons are gatherers of treasures and guardians of great wealth ryung is no
exception however the treasures he seeks to have and to hold are not made of gold and silver it is the
treasure of the black belt scales that will bring respect honor and purpose that ryung seeks to have
ryung is a special dragon born of the lineage of oh ryung hon spirit of five dragons destined to be a
leader and defender of the land ryung must face many challenges in order to earn his place among the
oh ryung hon dragon masters the adventures of ryung journey to black belt is the magical story of how
ryung learns the many skills he needs to become a martial art dragon warrior from learning to take
flight in his forms to flowing with the ocean sea in his movement ryung follows the voice of his master
instructor thru this exciting adventure goal setting hard work dedication and perseverance are learned
along ryung s journey treasures of integrity discipline confidence and honor are earned as ryung s skin
turns from white to the high ranking scales of black martial artists of all ages will enjoy and relate to
the many trials and rewards of the adventures of a dragon named ryung journey to black belt is the
first of the three adventures of ryung and where it all begins

The Shaker Manifesto
1882

includes music

Las chicas de ninguna parte
2019-03-28

tres inadaptadas se unen para vengarse de la violación de una compañera de clase y en el proceso
desencadenan un cambio en la cultura misógina de su escuela quiénes son las chicas de ninguna parte
todas lo son pero en el instituto prescott empiezan siendo solo tres grace salter acaba de llegar a la
ciudad tras dejar la localidad en la que vivían por culpa de su madre predicadora baptista convertida
en una liberal radical rosina suárez es la lesbiana punk del grupo la rara y lo es mucho más en el seno
de la conservadora familia mexicana a la que pertenece ella quiere tocar música en vivo y no dedicarse
a cuidar de sus muchos primos y a servir mesas en el restaurante de su tío erin delillo es autista y está
obsesionada con dos cosas la biología marina y star trek la nueva generación cuando grace descubre
que en su casa vivía lucy moynihan una joven que tuvo que huir de la ciudad tras acusar a un puñado
de chicos por violación en grupo ve que nunca se hizo justicia rosina y erin piensan igual ellas
formarán un grupo anónimo las chicas de ninguna parte para enfrentarse a la cultura sexista que
impera en el centro y en su ciudad nominaciones y premios amelia elizabeth walden book award
finalist 2018ala amelia bloomer list 2018bank street books best books list 2018new york public library
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best books for teens 2017chicago public library best teen fiction 2017irish times best books list
2017the observer best books list 2017necba windows mirrors selection 2017 reseñas un retrato
literario y reflexivo de la sexualidad femenina en una cultura que a menudo la rechaza booklist
escándalo justicia romance positividad sexual y anti sexismo subversivo todo junto kirkus starred
review una lectura obligada para todos los adolescentes school library journal una historia de ficción
alusiva a realidades como la manada o el movimiento metoo los editores

Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark
Office
2008

what does it really mean to be undocumented particularly in the contemporary united states political
philosophers policymakers and others often define the term undocumented migrant legalistically that
is in terms of lacking legal authorization to live and work in one s current country of residence socially
undocumented identity and immigration justice challenges such a pure legalistic understanding by
arguing that being undocumented should not always be conceptualized along such lines to be socially
undocumented it argues is to possess a real visible and embodied social identity that does not always
track one s actual legal status in the united states by integrating a descriptive phenomenological
account of socially undocumented identity with a normative political account of how the oppression
with which it is associated ought to be dealt with as a matter of social justice this book offers a new
vision of immigration ethics it addresses concrete ethical challenges associated with immigration such
as the question of whether open borders are morally required the militarization of the mexico u s
border the perilous journey that many mexican and central american migrants undertake to get to the
united states the difficult experiences of many socially undocumented women who cross u s borders to
seek prenatal care while visibly pregnant and more

Socially Undocumented
2020

dog bites man is a witty tongue in cheek saga detailing the house that jack built downfall of eldon
hoagland an innocent columbia university professor who has become new york city s good government
mayor the hilarious spiral begins when hoagland after an evening of drinking with his old princeton
roommate staggers out of a fifth avenue apartment house steps on a dog relieving itself alongside the
mayor s car and gets badly bitten his cop bodyguards shoot the dog and in the process terrorize genc
serreqi an illegal albanian stud who walks the dog in addition to more intimate chores for sue nation
brandberg a former native american beauty queen and socialite widow of a billionaire and he flees the
scene the mayor s bodyguards attempt to cover up their involvement in the shooting but scoop rice an
eager young reporter for a muckraking manhattan weekly investigates and exposes the canine slaying
then extreme animal activists aided and abetted by every other interest group with a grievance against
the mayor tie up the city not to mention air traffic around the world in a monumental demonstration
also offering encouragement are the rabid newly amalgamated daily post news and the state s first
woman governor randilynn randy randy foote who nurses an ancient grudge against the mayor and
hastens his political demise in dog bites man novelist james duffy mixes it up in a lively tale of
american politics in which rich movers and shakers politically correct crusaders and scandal hungry
media types conspire to bring down a new york city mayor all the hazards of american public life are
on hilarious display here in the freshest novel of manners and most outrageous political satire of the
year

Dog Bites Man: City Shocked
2001-06-20

celebrating the importance of family made with love the meals on wheels family cookbook includes
recipes from the tables of well known actors chefs writers and other celebrities along with personal
stories about their favorite family meals learn to cook patti labelle s baja fish tacos cokie roberts
artichoke gratin al roker s new orleans style barbecued shrimp judi dench s bread and butter pudding
other contributors include helen mirren martha stewart former first lady barbara bush mario batali
paula deen joan lunden kurt warner dr maya angelou joan rivers and many more providing more than a
million meals a day for seniors across america meals on wheels association of america is the oldest and
largest national organization of its kind each sale of made with love the meals on wheels family
cookbook helps to end senior hunger in america

Made With Love
2012-09-18
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deeply depressed after her father cheated on and divorced her mother seventeen year old adele has
gained over seventy pounds and is being bullied and abused at school to the point of being raped and
accused of being the aggressor

Documents and Biography Pertaining to the Settlement and
Progress of Stark County, Illinois
1887

who better to raise teens awareness of mental illness and health than the ya authors they admire
booklist starred review a much needed enlightening book school library journal starred review your
favorite ya authors including ellen hopkins maureen johnson and more recount their own experiences
with mental health in this raw real and powerful collection of essays that explores everything from add
to ptsd have you ever felt like you just couldn t get out of bed not the occasional morning but every day
do you find yourself listening to a voice in your head that says you re not good enough not good
looking enough not thin enough or not smart enough have you ever found yourself unable to do
homework or pay attention in class unless everything is just so on your desk everyone has had days
like that but what if you have them every day you re not alone millions of people are going through
similar things however issues around mental health still tend to be treated as something shrouded in
shame or discussed in whispers it s easier to have a broken bone something tangible that can be fixed
than to have a mental illness and easier to have a discussion about sex than it is to have one about
mental health life inside my mind is an anthology of true life events from writers of this generation for
this generation these essays tackle everything from neurodiversity to addiction to ocd to ptsd and
much more the goals of this book range from providing a home to those who are feeling alone
awareness to those who are witnessing a friend or family member struggle and to open the floodgates
to conversation

Empty
2013-12-03

publisher description

Life Inside My Mind
2019-04-09

this richly illustrated guide to dozens of california filming locations covers five decades of science
fiction fantasy and horror movies documenting such familiar places as the house used in psycho and
the bronson caves of robot monster along with less well known sites from films like lost horizon and
them arranged alphabetically by movie title from ali baba and the forty thieves to zotz the entries
provide many then and now photos with directions to the locations

Our Stories, Our Voices: 21 YA Authors Get Real about
Injustice, Empowerment, and Growing Up Female
2019

widow amy james can t get through grocery shopping in treasure creek alaska without a marriage
proposal and she s hardly flattered most of her suitors are after the treasure her great grandfather had
buried on her property but only one man promised her late husband he d take care of her and the boys
police chief reed truscott true reed is handsome and honest and makes her feel safe but his honorable
marriage proposal is about obligation not love unless he can convince her that his christmas wish is to
join her family forever

Icons of Grief
2005-07-18

reproduction of the original amy in acadia by helen leah reed

Where Monsters Walked
2018-01-12

chi sono le nowhere girls sono tutte le ragazze ma per cominciare sono in tre grace tenera e
impacciata è nuova in città dove si è dovuta trasferire a causa dei pregiudizi nei confronti della madre
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rosina lesbica e punk sogna di diventare una rockstar ma è costretta a lavorare nel ristorante
messicano di famiglia ed erin un asperger con due fissazioni star trek e la biologia marina vorrebbe
assomigliare a un androide ed essere in grado di neutralizzare le emozioni in seguito a un episodio di
stupro rimasto impunito le tre amiche danno vita a un gruppo anonimo di ragazze per combattere il
sessismo nella scuola le nowhere girls

The Lawman's Christmas Wish
2010-12-01

providing professional perspective with insights from prominent patient safety experts patient safety
ethics identifies hazard pitfalls and suggests concrete ways for clinicians and regulators to improve
patient safety through an ethically cultivated program of hazard awareness

Amy in Acadia
2018-05-15

to understand the ethics of immigration we need to start from the way it is enacted and understood by
everyday actors through practices of hospitality and hostility drawing on feminist and poststructuralist
understandings of ethics and hospitality this book offers a new approach to immigration ethics by
exploring state and societal responses to immigration from the global north and south rather than
treating ethics as a determinable code for how we ought to behave toward strangers it explores
hospitality as a relational ethics an ethics without moralism that aims to understand and possibly
transform the way people already do embrace and deflect obligations and responsibilities to each other
building from specific examples in colombia turkey and tanzania as well as the eu us and uk hospitality
is developed as a structural and emotional practice of drawing and redrawing boundaries of inside and
outside belonging and non belonging it thereby actively creates a society as a communal space with a
particular ethos from a welcoming home to a racialised hostile environment hospitality is therefore
treated as a critical mode of reflecting on how we create a we and relate to others through entangled
histories of colonialism displacement friendship and exploitation only through such a reflective
understanding can we seek to transform immigration practices to better reflect the real and
aspirational ethos of a society instead of simple answers removing borders or creating global migration
regimes the book argues for grounded negotiations that build from existing local capacities to respond
to immigration

Nowhere Girls
2018-02-27

truthful and empowering booklist from amy reed ellen hopkins amber smith nina lacour sandhya
menon and more of your favorite ya authors comes an outstanding anthology school library connection
of essays that explore the diverse experiences of injustice empowerment and growing up female in
america this collection of twenty one essays from major ya authors including award winning and
bestselling writers touches on a powerful range of topics related to growing up female in today s
america and the intersection with race religion and ethnicity sure to inspire hope and solidarity to
anyone who reads it our stories our voices belongs on every young woman s shelf this anthology
features essays from martha brockenbrough jaye robin brown sona charaipotra brandy colbert somaiya
daud christine day alexandra duncan ilene wong i w gregorio maurene goo ellen hopkins stephanie
kuehnert nina lacour anna marie lclemore sandhya menon hannah moskowitz julie murphy aisha saeed
jenny torres sanchez amber smith and tracy walker

Patient Safety Ethics
2019-06-25

heiress penelope lear came to treasure creek alaska in search of adventure and to prove to everyone
she s more than just a pretty face but when she gets lost in the middle of the wilderness in chilly
november penelope needs help her rescuer the mysterious man who s been missing from town for
months tucker lawson a handsome former lawyer is now a man of the land and doesn t want to be
found as thanksgiving approaches he promises to lead penelope back to treasure creek but will he go
as her groom

A Relational Ethics of Immigration
2024-02-28

there are six of them heroines heroes wise elders mad scientists servants and monsters one of the
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most fascinating and also endearing aspects of horror films is how they use these six clearly defined
character types to portray good and evil this was particularly true of the classics of the genre where
actors often appeared in the same type of role in many different films the development of the
archetypal characters reflected the way the genre reacted to social changes of the time as the great
depression yielded to the uncertainty of world war ii flawed but noble mad scientists such as henry
frankenstein gave way to dr nieman the ghost of frankenstein with his dreams of revenge and world
conquest this work details the development of the six archetypes in horror films and how they were
portrayed in the many classics of the 1930s and 1940s

Texas Advance Sheet February 2012
2018-08-14

retracing the vanishing footprints of our appalachian ancestors represents a genealogical history of
thirteen major pioneer families who settled in eastern kentucky during the 18th and 19th centuries the
surnames include adams berry brooks brown burton castle chaffin daniel large thompson ward
wellman and young to fully appreciate their social and economic hardships and challenges requires the
reader to visualize what life was like on the early frontier after the american revolution and the civil
war many of these early pioneers traveled from north carolina and virginia into the sheltering hills of
eastern kentucky via cumberland gap and pound gap others came from pennsylvania they settled in
early floyd and lawrence counties which were later divided into present day boyd elliott floyd johnson
lawrence and martin counties they were mostly of english irish scotch irish or anglo saxon extraction
and made their living by farming the hilly terrain or working in the coalmines some supplemented their
income by trapping and hunting they may have been poor by economic standards but they remained a
proud and independent people with strong character traits many of their descendants have gone on to
become physicians lawyers teachers scientists military leaders and public servants

Our Stories, Our Voices
2010-11-01

the rise of ya dystopian literature has seen an explosion of female protagonists who are stirring young
people s interest in social and political topics awakening their civic imagination and inspiring them to
work for change these girls on fire are intersectional and multidimensional characters they are leaders
in their communities and they challenge injustice and limited representations the girl on fire fights for
herself and for those who are oppressed voiceless or powerless she is the hope for our shared future
this collection of new essays brings together teachers and students from a variety of educational
contexts to explore how to harness the cultural power of the girl on fire as we educate real world
students each essay provides both theoretical foundations as well as practical hands on teaching tools
that can be used with diverse groups of students in formal as well as informal educational settings this
volume challenges readers to realize the symbolic power the girl on fire has to raise consciousness and
inform action and to keep that fire burning

Thanksgiving Groom
2006-03-10

by the early 1900s the poor farm had become a ubiquitous part of america s social welfare system
megan birk s history of this foundational but forgotten institution focuses on the connection between
agriculture provisions for the disadvantaged and the daily realities of life at poor farms conceived as
an inexpensive way to provide care for the indigent poor farms in fact attracted wards that ranged
from abused wives and the elderly to orphans the disabled and disaster victims most people arrived
unable rather than unwilling to work some because of physical problems others due to a lack of skills
or because a changing labor market had left them behind birk blends the personal stories of
participants with institutional histories to reveal a loose knit system that provided a measure of care to
everyone without an overarching philosophy of reform or rehabilitation in depth and innovative the
fundamental institution offers an overdue portrait of rural social welfare in the united states

Children of the Night
2004-01-05

why do so many women have trouble getting effective and compassionate medical treatment diagnosis
female examines this widespread problem with a focus on misdiagnosis and gender bias the book
zeroes in on specialties where women are more likely to encounter particularly troubling roadblocks
cardiology neurology chronic diseases and obstetrics gynecology all too often when doctors can t
figure out what is going on women receive a diagnosis from the all in her head column this pattern is
even worse for women of color who may face significant challenges in medical settings throughout the
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work emily dwass profiles women whose stories illustrate how medical practitioners often dismiss their
claims or disregard their symptoms because women were excluded from important medical research
for centuries doctors don t always recognize that male symptoms and female symptoms can vary from
issue to issue even today most diagnostic tests and treatment plans are based on studies done on men
throughout the book women state that their voices do not matter or worse their concerns are greeted
with skepticism or simply ignored when they seek help the results can be devastating and long lasting
examining the bias inherent in the system dwass offers measures women can take to protect their
health and receive better care she offers advice too for the medical community in addressing the
problem so that outcomes can improve all around if you re a woman and you seek medical care this
book is a must read your health depends upon it

Fried Potatoes, Mustard Greens, Fat Back, Soup Beans, and
Cornbread. . .
2020-05-18

the story of three decades in the life of pamela lacey and a montana town the curlew s cry spans world
war i the great depression and the influenza epidemic of 1917 as it renders a quietly told honestly
plotted story filled with careful details and with good descriptions of various aspects of life in the west
harriette arnow saturday review

Teaching Girls on Fire
2022-04-12

The Fundamental Institution
2019-10-15

Diagnosis Female
1994-01-01

The Curlew's Cry
1999

AFI Catalog of Motion Pictures Produced in the United States
1875

Proceedings [afterw.] Journal of the synod (of the Church of
England). First (-fortieth, forty-second - forty-fourth, sixty-
seventh, seventy-first, seventy-third - seventy-sixth, eightieth)
session
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